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Looks great in any room. Feels great anytime.
It’s hard enough to find an affordable chair that fits your décor perfectly, let alone one that beautifully melts away
muscle pain and stress with the press of a button. Introducing the Human Touch® HT-5040 Robotic Massage® chair.
Designed to look as great as it makes you feel, this amazing chair features many of our top massage functions in one
stunning package.
With a designer base, luxurious Performance PU that cushions the base of the neck and shoulders, and aggressive
contrast stitching, the HT-5040’s contemporary design complements any style. Take a seat in the supplely
upholstered chair, and indulge in any of three invigorating pre-programmed massages, which expertly incorporate
the four techniques used by back and spinal care professionals. Focus the quad-roller massage where you need it
most, for targeted relief from your neck down to your lower back. Add the foot and calf massage for a refreshing fullbody therapy or decompress the spine with Full-Body Stretch. Now you can enjoy an effective, targeted head-to-toe
massage in a chair designed to look and perform head and shoulders above the rest.
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More Features For More Comfort
Penetrating Neck
Massage

MASSAGE CONTROLLER – It’s all at your fingertips

SIDE

ErgonomicallyContoured Backrest
Power Recline

FRONT

Three Shoulder Height Adjustments
Full Back Massage With Three
Full Massage Programs.

Converts from
Massager to Foot Rest

Swivels 30°

Multi-Speed
Foot and Calf Massager

Model number:
100-5040-001 (Black - Performance PU)

44”

100-5040-002 (Espresso - Performance PU)

28”

DIMENSIONS

5040

43”

100-5040-003 (Butter - Performance PU)		
5-Year Limited Warranty

69”

Style that will make you smile.

The HT-5040 incorporates some of Human Touch’s most advanced massage features,
in a newly designed form that makes a beautiful addition to any room and style.

DEEP-WELL FOOT AND CALF MASSAGER

PENETRATING NECK MASSAGE

Massaging calves in an upward, rolling motion, the rotating,
multi-speed unit forces blood away from the feet toward the
body’s core, allowing fresh, nutrient-rich blood to re-enter
the calves and feet for healing and soothing comfort. Only
Human Touch offers this patented true robotic technology.

Simply removing the head pillow reveals an
intelligently placed soft window that enables
the HT-5040’s advanced massage system to
provide a closer, more intense neck massage.

ROBUST DESIGN
Rich Performance PU upholstery in designer colors,
contrast stitching, a metallic paint-finished accent,
squared tailoring and a robustly designed form give the
HT-5040 a substantial, indulgent look and feel.

FULL-BODY STRETCHING
As the foot and calf massage wells gently hold your
legs, the HT-5040 slowly reclines, stretching the spine
to increase blood flow to the vertebrae and disks,
effectively rejuvenating the lower back.

COMFORTABLE ACCENTS
A broad, ergonomically designed headrest edge
trimmed with Sofsuede for a comfortable touch
to the base of the neck and along the shoulders.

3 INVIGORATING MASSAGE
PROGRAMS
Choose from three massage programs-find the one that
best suits your needs at the moment. You can select from
the following options: Sore Muscle Relief, Stress Therapy,
Back Wellness.
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